
Travel information/How to reach IMP-CAS 

Hotel address: 
Lanzhou Legend Hotel(for lecturers): 529 Tianshui S Rd, Chengguan Qu, Lanzhou Shi, Gansu Sheng, 

China （飞天大酒店） 

Huayu Mansion (for students): Chengguan Qu, Lanzhou Shi, Gansu Sheng, China （华宇宾馆） 

 

Conference Address: 

Lecture hall, building 6, level 3 

Institute of Modern Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences (IMP-CAS) 

509, Nanchang Road, Lanzhou-730000 （中科院近代物理研究所） 

Airport 
The closest airport is Lanzhou Zhongchuan International 

Airport (LHW，兰州中川机场) and it is located about 67 

kilometers (42 mi) north of downtown Lanzhou. To reach 

the destination at Lanzhou i.e. Institute of Modern Physics, 

Chinese Academy of Sciences, there lies different modes of 

transportation from the airport. The information about 

how to reach at destination is given below: 

 

 

Road (Airport Shuttle bus) 
Airport Express Shuttle Bus service is available at the airport. Please take the bus going to Lanzhou 

University (兰州大学) or DONGFANG HOTEL（东方大酒店）. The ticket can be purchased at the exit 

with a price of 30RMB. The shuttle has 3 stops: Yantan park（雁滩公园）, Lanzhou University (兰州大

学/东方大酒店), and Lanzhou station. Legend Hotel is very close to the bus stop. Walking is highly 

recommended. Huayu Hotel is about 1.3 km away from the bus stop. One may reach there by walking. 

Taxi is another option with a cost of 10 RMB.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

             Lanzhou airport shuttle bus                                  Lanzhou University (Main Gate) 



By Rail (Zhongchuan Airport Railway Station) 

The Lanzhou–Zhongchuan Airport intercity railway provides fast train services between the Zhongchuan 

Airport railway station and Lanzhou West railway station（兰州西站） then terminates at Lanzhou 

railway station（兰州站）.  

To reach destination from the airport via railways 

1. Go to the railway ticket counter at LHW airport to buy the ticket. It costs 17-18.5 CNY. 

2. Taking the train to reach the Lanzhou west train station. 

 

From To 
Operation 

Time 
Duration Ticket price (CNY) 

Zhongchuan 
Airport (LHW) 

Lanzhou West 
train station 

06:00 - 22:00 50 min First seat 27 RMB 
Second seat 17-

18.5 RMB 
Lanzhou West 
train station 

Zhongchuan 
Airport (LHW) 

06:00 - 22:00 50 min 

 

3. From the Lanzhou West station to reach destination (IMP-CAS), take subway to Lanzhou 

University station. The cost is 4 RMB. The operation schedule of subway is from 6:30 to 22:00. 

4. Follow the map to reach Legend Hotel (Lecturers) or Huayu Mansion (Students).  

 

Lanzhou Station is another option. After arriving at station, one can take the taxi to reach the hotels. 

The price is 10-15 RMB. 

Taxi 
From the airport to Lanzhou downtown, there are Taxi services available at the airport. The taxi services 

are relatively expensive and it costs below ~250 RMB from airport to the conference destination.  

You may ask the driver to use meter（请使用计程器）.  It is useful to record the license plate if you 

encounter unpleasant driver.  

  



Map to reach hotels from Lanzhou west railway station by subway or taxi. 

 
 

Map showing the walking distance between the IMP-CAS and the hotels (Legend and Huayu) 
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Map of IMP-CAS: 

 

 

 

 

 

Emergency Contact: 

• Aman Rohilla      Mobile: 13008705898 

• Enqiang Liu    Mobile: 18393817297 

 

 

 


